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 Form Filling Software 
                       Our software brings great acceleration on the process, but also eliminates the risk of errors in data entry inserted by human factor. Software for recording data to your application increases safety in combination with any of selected hardware and allows detection of counterfeit of an identity of document. Automatically enables AGE controls, archiving, data on visitors, fully meets recording of betting by means of legal provisions, against money laundering, activities in casinos, amusement arcades. DPWrite is fully compatible with any software run on Windows. In connection with our OCR document reader can read data zone pass, ID card or other personal documents. Electronically readable and automatically inserted required data in electronic form.   Benefits: 

   Allows entry into any application running under a Windows user-friendly application 
   Ability to define data entry different ways in different windows applications 
   Application simulates keyboard entry of data-in other words. The system "thinks" it that quickly written on keyboard.  
   Automatically moving the window between the fields: tab, enter, space, possibility to define new user keys 
   On-line control of stolen, lost identity cards and passports in the database and the Ministry of Interior Czech republic and Slovak republic  
    Age control   
Compatibility: 
    OCRmini - document reader 
    OCR7314 - document reader 
    OCR chrom  – keyboard document reader 
    OCR5000 - keyboard document reader 
    ICON Scanner – full page scanner passport 
    Penta scanner - full page scanner passport 

Data recording from: 
  Machine readable zone 
  RFiD chips 
  Magnetic stripe 
  Bar code 
  Smart chip 

  WRITING DATA INTO YOUR SOFTWARE:  - Hotel receptions - Security agencies - Casinos - Entrances to the stadiums   
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Surname 
Document type 
Document number 
Date of validity 
Date of birth 
Personal number 
Gender 

Nationality 


